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Abstract. In the real world, out-of-distribution samples, noise and distortions exist in test data. Existing deep networks developed for point
cloud data analysis are prone to overfitting and a partial change in test
data leads to unpredictable behaviour of the networks. In this paper,
we propose a smart yet simple deep network for analysis of 3D models
using ‘orderly disorder’ theory. Orderly disorder is a way of describing
the complex structure of disorders within complex systems. Our method
extracts the deep patterns inside a 3D object via creating a dynamic
link to seek the most stable patterns and at once, throws away the unstable ones. Patterns are more robust to changes in data distribution,
especially those that appear in the top layers. Features are extracted
via an innovative cloning decomposition technique and then linked to
each other to form stable complex patterns. Our model alleviates the
vanishing-gradient problem, strengthens dynamic link propagation and
substantially reduces the number of parameters. Extensive experiments
on challenging benchmark datasets verify the superiority of our light
network on the segmentation and classification tasks, especially in the
presence of noise wherein our network’s performance drops less than 10%
while the state-of-the-art networks fail to work.
Keywords: Point cloud, deep neural network, orderly disorder, segmentation, classification
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Introduction

Object classification and semantic segmentation of 3D models are foundations
of numerous computer vision applications like autonomous driving and robot
manipulation. Thus far, a considerable number of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) have been developed for such tasks [1,2,3,4,5,6] and in most cases they
yield promising results, especially when the distributions of test and train datasets
are similar. However, 3D models in the real world contain out-of-distribution
samples, different samplings, noise and distortions that significantly influence
their performance. Fig. 1 shows a few examples of wrong classification in the
presence of noise.
Using a large number of parameters for modeling and training results in
overfitting and exponentially growing computational cost. It also renders the
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(a)
Fig. 1. Classification results of most existing networks highly depend on the distribution
of training and test data. A partial change in the distribution of test data by adding
Gaussian noise N (0, 0.02) leads to misclassification.

networks to being more data-driven which makes them unable to work under a
small change in the point set. Although several works [7,8,9] show less tendency
towards overfitting, their performance is highly dependent on the samples. Most
models are susceptible to irregular samples and work only under certain conditions.
Meanwhile, developing highly accurate, robust and fast models for the processing
of 3D data is demanded by many practical applications like autonomous driving.
Our studies have shown that patterns of an object represent the structural
information of that object and remain almost unchanged under different samplings
of the data and so are a more stable basis on which to build classification and
segmentation algorithms. In this paper, we propose a novel cloning technique
aiming at extraction of the stable patterns from an object. Such features can
efficiently improve the network’s performance. Our robust network is the first
successful attempt to tackle and to investigate classification and segmentation
under irregular samplings of point cloud data. Additionally, it needs a relatively
low number of parameters so it is fast and less prone to overfitting. The key
contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We design a robust deep neural network whose performance is not significantly
affected by data grid, thus it is invulnerable to noise, out-of-distribution
samples and distortions.
– The proposed model mitigates the problem of distance saturation in KNNbased models.
– The architecture of the proposed network allows the user to go deeper and
deeper without the problem of vanishing-gradient. This scheme is capable of
analysis of highly complex objects.
– We provide thorough empirical and theoretical analysis on the stability
and efficiency of the proposed method using the 3D benchmark datasets:
ModelNet and ShapeNet [2,10].
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In order to be robust to undesirable factors, our pattern-based network does not
require any annotated samples, and it just trains once on noise-free point cloud
data and then runs over any distorted ones3 .
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Related work

Deep learning methods for 3D shape analysis and understanding can be broadly
divided into view-based, volumetric and point cloud-based categories. View-based
techniques [3,4,11] map 3D models into 2D view scenes and then employ imagebased CNNs for further analysis. Self-occlusions and information loss often occur
during mapping. Volumetric methods [1,2,12,13,14] quantize the input 3D models
into a regular grid before applying 3D CNNs. Loss of resolution, high memory
and computational demands are the main limitations of voxelization.
Instead of converting or mapping 3D models into other domains, they can
be analyzed in the point cloud domain directly. Due to the impressive results of
PointNet [5], most studies have been devoted to learning directly in the point
cloud domain. Since PointNet does not consider the local pattern of a given 3D
point cloud, PointNet++ [15] was proposed, which uses a hierarchical application
of PointNet to multiple subsets of a 3D point cloud. Inspired by DenseNet [16],
DensePoint [17] was introduced that learns a dense contextual representation for
point cloud processing via a deep hierarchy architecture. Exploitation of other
aspects of local structure with PointNet are also reported in [6,18]. Superpoint [19]
partitions the point cloud into geometrical homogeneous elements and then a
graph convolution network is applied to such local elements. The main drawback
of these methods is their lack of shape awareness. More precisely, such methods
do not explicitly model the local spatial layout of points. To this end, several
works have been developed [9,20,21,22] that capture the spatial layout of a point
cloud by learning a high-level relation expression among 3D points.
Although the approach of explicitly modeling the relation improves the
segmentation results, isolating high-level relation features from low-level ones
may not strengthen relation propagation, subsequently there is a vanishinggradient problem [16]. The appropriate distance or neighbour count parameter
to use in the KNN-based networks [9,20,17] is often obtained via trial-and-error,
which is saturated at a certain number of neighbours and even drastically drops
by increasing the number of neighbours or neighbourhood radius. This aspect of
such networks is not favorable, especially in dense 3D models.
Another main weakness of the existing networks that makes them impractical for real world data is their vulnerability to noise, distortions and out-ofdistribution sampling schemes. Robustness is a key property that allows applying
the same model to different irregular point clouds. Enriching the training step
with annotated data, like adding noise, distortions etc, is not a straightforward
solution to the above problem. This is because increasing the volume of input
data with annotated samples makes the training convergence difficult to achieve.
3

Supplementary materials are available at https://github.com/mogvision/
pattern-net
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Additionally, a large-scale input data renders a high number of parameters,
resulting in overfitting. Hence there is interest in developing CNNs that work
efficiently under disparity between the training and test data.

3

Proposed Pattern-Wise Network

The goal is to establish and learn a deep neural network that converts an input
point cloud P = {pm ∈ Rd , m = 1, ..., M } into a set of segmentation labels
Γs = {γs ∈ R, s = 1, ..., S} or a set of classification labels Γc = {γc ∈ R, c =
1, ..., C}. Here, M is the total number of 3D points and d is the dimension of the
point set that can be represented as a set of 3D coordinates plus other measured
features like color, normal vectors etc pm = {coordinate : (xm , ym , zm ), color :
x
y
z
(rm , gm , bm ), normal : (Nm
, Nm
, Nm
)}. In this paper, we just consider the 3D
coordinates and extension of the network over color and normal is straightforward. The output of the network for segmentation tasks is a vector of labels
γs ∈ {1, ..., S}, where S is the number of segmentation labels. Likewise, for the
classification task, 3D points are labelled as γc ∈ {1, ..., C} with C classes.
3.1

Network Properties

A segmentation/classification network for a point set must meet the following
four requirements [5,15,23]:
Property i (Permutation Invariant): It states that segmentation/classification
scores must be invariant to changes in the order of 3D points. Unlike pixels in
images or voxels in volumetric grids, 3D point cloud has no order and due to its
irregular format, the network must be invariant to the order of points.
Property ii (Transformation Invariant): The labels/classifications of points
must not be varied by their changes in rotation, scale and translation.
Property iii (Points Relations): In the point cloud, the relation between
points is determined by their distance from each other. The distance metrics
could be Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, cosine distance, etc. Points in
the point cloud are not isolated and their neighbours make a meaningful subset
that can be measured by an appropriate metric.
Property iv (Robustness): The segmentation parts or classification labels of
points must not be varied under different samplings. In practice, the distribution
of test data is not close to that of the training data. Additionally, presence of
out-of-distribution samples, noise and distortions in test data is inevitable so
point cloud networks must be robust to the irregular samples.
The above properties are the backbone of our network.
3.2

Network Architecture

The orderly disorder theory was introduced in physics [24,25] and it refers to
a way of describing the complex structure of disorders within complex systems.
Unpredictable disorders could occur just under external disturbances not because
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(a) Cloning analysis

(b) Entropy of patterns

(c) Categories of patterns

Fig. 2. (a) P is the input point set which is constituted of three subsets shown in
blue (P {1}), black (P {2}) and red (P {3}). The abstract/structural information (solid
green lines) remains unchanged across different samplings. (b) Entropy of patterns with
different characteristics. (c) Categorization of potential patterns inside a rigid/non-rigid
object in point clouds.

of internal reasons. Ordered/predictable disorders may not be seen by human
vision and this increases the ambiguity between the predictable and unpredictable
disorders. However, the entropy metric could give us the degree of chaos inside a
complex structure. Chaos theory has been well studied in mathematics, behavioral
science, management, sociology etc. With the success of CNNs in solving highorder problems, our aim is to deeply analyze the links between points in the
given point cloud.
For a rigid/non-rigid 3D object in the given point cloud, the location of points
may change under different sampling operations, external disturbances etc. but its
abstract information does not vary. Such abstract information can be named as
stationary information and they are predictable while non-stationary information
refers to those features that do not obey a regular pattern and under different
conditions show different behaviours. The best way is to encode a 3D object
by its stationary patterns which always show predictable behaviour. Contrary
to stationary patterns, the behaviour of non-stationary patterns is completely
unpredictable. For example, the minor details of a 3D model can vary under
various samplings but its skeleton remains unchanged [Fig. 2(a)]. Thus, we can
claim that the classification score of a 3D object must not be varied under changes
in the density and distribution of points if the number of points is sufficiently
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large, i.e.
Γ[p1 ,...,pN ] = Γ[p1 ,...,pM ]

if

N < M & N  1.

(1)

In other words, if our observation of an object is sufficiently detailed, then few
sample variations must not change the label of the enquiry object. Let’s assume
M = LN for a sufficiently large N , where L is a positive integer. According to
Eq. 1, we can say that
Γ[p1 ,...,pN ] = Γ[p(l−1)N +1 ,...,plN ] ,

∀l ∈ {2, ..., L}.

(2)

One possible solution to the above equation is to decompose the input point
cloud P into L levels via a random down-sampling operator in such a way that
all L point subsets P {l}, l ∈ {1, ..., L}, are completely different while their overall
schemes/abstracts are similar to each other. Under these conditions, Eq. 2 is
asserted. If we apply a random down-sampling operator to point cloud P that
provides
P {l} ∩ P {j} = ∅
L
[

∀ l, j ∈ {1, ..., L} & l 6= j,

(3)

P {l} = P,

(4)

l=1

H(P {l}) ' H(P {j})

∀ l, j ∈ {1, ..., L} & l 6= j,

(5)

then we can assert that all the L point subsets have similar stationary structures/patterns. In Eq. 5, ‘H’ denotes the entropy of each subset and this equation
assures that all the subsets have approximately similar information content. If R
denotes the entropy of redundant/predictable patterns in a point cloud set and
similarly, the entropy of random/less-redundant/unpredictable ones is denoted
by R, then the entropy H of each subset is equal to



∀ l ∈ {1, ..., L}.
(6)
H P {l} = R P {l} + R P {l} ,
The entropy of redundant patterns is close to zero and the large part of the
overall entropy ‘H’ is assigned to unpredictable patterns R. Possible values of
entropy for patterns with different characteristics is depicted in Fig. 2(b). It is
worth noting that the randomness of the down-sampling operator ensures that
each point subset includes all parts/organs of an object. We name this strategy
as ‘cloning decomposition’ and an example is illustrated in Fig. 2(a), where all
the point subsets of the given 3D object share approximately similar structures
across multiple decomposed levels while none of them shares identical 3D samples.
Overall, the feature space of an object could be categorized into a number of
undesirable non-stationary patterns in which the patterns are chaotic and a series
of stationary patterns, wherein complex and simple patterns are learnt from
orderly stable relations [Fig. 2(c)].
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(b) P {1} ∩ P {2} = ∅ and P {1} ∪ P {2} = P

Fig. 3. An example of how the proposed cloning decomposition can successfully remedy
chaos in the given point cloud. For better visualisation, axis ‘z’ was set to 0. (a) Conventional KNN-based networks yield asymmetric, complex, and dissimilar patterns for
two adjacent points; (b) The cloning decomposition technique increases the probability
of extracting symmetric, simple, and similar patterns.

The simplified point subsets can markedly help the network to extract stationary patterns, enhancing robustness as stated by Property iv above. An
illustrative example is depicted in Fig. 3. This example aims at drawing the
KNN responses (here, K = 7) of two adjacent points. According to Fig. 3(a),
conventional KNN-based networks rely heavily on the density of 3D points and
also they may not find reliable neighbours as the radius of the neighbourhood
for an enquiry point depends on the density and distribution of the point cloud
data. The proposed technique decomposes the given point cloud in Fig. 3(a)
into two subsets via Eqs. 3-5. As shown in Fig. 3(b), it could provide similar
patterns for a complex point cloud. The radius of the neighbourhood for both the
blue and the red points is almost equal. As will be discussed later, this strategy
efficiently helps the network not to be saturated with its K nearest neighbours
while keeping the radius of the neighbourhood reasonable.
The proposed network is depicted in Fig. 4. The framework has four main
layers including cloning decomposition (CD), searching relations (SR), learning
relations (LR) and linkage patterns (LP) layers. In the following, we detail the
functionality of each layer.
– Cloning Decomposition (CD) Layer: Image acquisition is often made
under various conditions that directly affect quality and quantity of 3D
models and subsequently, their point cloud samples. This layer decomposes
the input object points into multiple subsets via Eqs. 3-5. Since high-level
patterns are directly deduced from the low-level ones, this layer plays a key
role in the extraction of reliable patterns. Cloning analysis reduces the number
of parameters, alleviates the vanishing-gradient problem and improves the
convergence pace.
– Searching Relations (SR) Layer: The task of this layer is to search all
possible links between the feature vectors (or equivalently potential low-level
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Fig. 4. Proposed network architecture for classification of point cloud data.

patterns) according to Property iii above. This is done via the KNN algorithm in the Hilbert space. Instead of using the Euclidean space dominantly
employed by most existing deep networks, we use a Hilbert kernel. Given
two low-/high-level feature vectors X and Y , a measure/relation of similarity
between them in the Euclidean space can be expressed as
E(X, Y ) = ||X||22 + ||Y ||22 − 2 < X, Y >,

(7)

while the Hilbert kernel yields
H(X, Y ) = 2 1− <


X
Y
,
> .
||X||2 ||Y ||2

(8)

In the above equations, the angle brackets denote an inner product operator.
The Hilbert kernel emphasizes the cross-similarity while the self-similarity
remains the same, i.e. unit. Unlike the Euclidean space that is biased by
self-similarity, the Hilbert space just considers the cross-similarity between
enquiry feature vectors and thus, it is expected that it can find reliable
relations between feature vectors.
– Learning Relations (LR) Layer: This layer seeks and learns potential
relations between all input feature vectors via a convolution kernel followed
by a batch normalization operator. A max pooling operator is then applied
to the outputs to obtain the global feature of the input features. The max
pooling is a symmetric function that guarantees that the extracted features
are permutation-invariant, as stated by Property i above. The combination
of the convolution kernel, batch normalization and max pooling operators is
often called multi-layer perceptron (MLP) [5].
– Linkage Patterns (LP) Layer: This layer comprises several MLP operators
and its aim is to aggregate the relations across all the subsets and extract
the most stable patterns from them. All the subsets have different samples
and the LP layer is applied to the patterns for extracting the common ones.
Such patterns carry stationary information of the object and they are robust
to irregular samples and density.
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Now, we detail the proposed pattern-based CNN (hereafter it is abbreviated as
Pattern-Net) for the classification and segmentation of given point clouds.
3.3

Classification and Segmentation Networks

In the classifier model depicted in Fig. 4, the input point cloud data is first
decomposed into ‘L’ subsets via the cloning technique described in the previous
section. Inside each subset, relations between each query point and its neighbours is sought by the KNN algorithm. This is done by applying four MLPs
{64, 64, 64, 64} to each cloning subset. Similar to KNN-based networks [26,20,9],
we compute K nearest neighbour responses of edges emanating from the enquiry
feature point and stack them with the enquiry feature point. The KNN algorithm
is considerably affected by the density of points. If the 3D model is sparse, then
the best K responses will lie within a large volume neighbourhood while such responses in a high density model may fall into a small radius [Fig. 3(a)]. Moreover,
adjacent points in high density 3D samples would share similar KNN responses
and this makes the network data-dependent. In other words, the network may fail
to work for test point cloud data with different samplings from the training data.
This problem can be seen in almost all KNN-based networks which here is solved
by the cloning layer. In the proposed model, the LP layer finds the most repeated
relations across different subsets and then labels them as stable patterns. Even in
the presence of changes in point coordinates, the patterns remain approximately
unchanged as we consider overall behaviour of a group of points rather than the
exact behaviour of each point.
Each cloning subset yields a description vector of length 256 and they are
called cloning description vectors ψl , l ∈ {1, ..., L}. All the L cloning description
vectors are arranged in a matrix Ψ . An MLP is applied to all cube features over
all the subsets to yield a global description vector φ, shown in light green in the
figure. Here, the goal is to make each cloning description vector ψl similar to the
global one φ as much as possible. If we consider a linear relationship between the
cloning and global description vectors, i.e. φ = Ψ ω, then the estimated coefficients
ω can be computed by the Moore–Penrose inverse, i.e. ω = Ψ † φ = (Ψ T Ψ )−1 Ψ T φ.
Parameter ω determines the contribution of each cloning vector in the resultant
global vector. The deviation of ω elements should approach zero if all the cloning
description vectors are completely similar to the global one. We add this term
into the loss function:
n

C

1 XX
yic log pic +λ
σ(Ψ † φ)
| {z }
n i=1 c=1
linear mapping loss
|
{z
}

L(θ) = −

(9)

classif ication loss

In the above equation, the first term is the categorical cross-entropy function
for computing the loss of the predicted labels and the second term enforces
the network to yield zero standard deviation for weights obtained by the linear
mapping between the cloning and global description vectors. λ is a predetermined
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Table 1. Classification accuracy in percentage (%) on ModelNet40 (‘-’:unknown)
Method

Input

Avg. classes

Overall

PointNet [5]
PointNet++ [15]
PointCNN[23]
ECC[27]
DGCNN[20]
SO-Net[26]
DensePoint[17]
RS-CNN[9]

1k-xyz
5k-xyz
1k-xyz
1k-xyz
2k-xyz
2k-xyz
1k-xyz
1k-xyz

86.0
88.1
83.2
90.7
88.7
-

89.2
91.9
92.2
87.4
93.5
90.9
93.2
93.6

Pattern-Net

1k-xyz
2k-xyz
4k-xyz

90.3
90.7
90.8

92.9
93.6
93.9

constant, whose value is determined by the smoothing label’s value in the one-hot
encoded yic . Finally, pic is a scaled (softmax) logits. The Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse can be simply implemented by singular value decomposition (SVD) [28].
The ultimate cloning vector is obtained by applying a max-pooling operator to
the cloning vectors. The resulting vector is aggregated with the global vector
to yield the description vector for the given point set which is of length 512.
Finally, the description vector is fed into three MLPs {256, 256, C}, configured for
classification. The resultant description vector is also used in segmentation. For
this task, four MLPs {64,64,64,64} are applied to the input data to extract lowand high-level features. They are then concatenated with the description vector
to encode each point. Similar to the classification task, three MLPs {256, 256, S}
are employed for segmentation. The drop-rate of all decoding MLPs except the
last one is fixed at 0.5.

4

Experimental Results

We have evaluated Pattern-Net on the ModelNet40 dataset [2] for the classification
task. It contains 12311 meshed CAD models from 40 categories. Similar to the
other work, 9843 models were used for training and the rest for testing and
the models were normalized to a unit sphere. Each model is uniformly sampled
from the mesh faces in 1k, 2k and 4k samples. During the training step, the
points are augmented by randomly rotating, scaling and translating for being
transformation invariant (Property ii above). The quantitative comparisons
with the state-of-the-art point-based methods are presented in Table 1. Our
method for 1k and 2k points is on par with the other methods and gives the
best result for 4k points. Unlike the existing methods, where the performance is
quickly saturated by a specific number of points, our network is saturated slowly
as can be seen in Fig. 5(a). For a fixed number of decomposed levels, an increase
in the number of points improves the classification accuracy. There is also a
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(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Influence of parameter K and number of points on the classification accuracy.
(b) Linear mapping loss for different cloning levels (#cloning levels×#points).
Table 2. Classification accuracy in percentage (%) on ModelNet40 in the presence of
noise [2k − xyz + N (0, σ)]
N (0, 0.02)

N (0, 0.05)

N (0, 0.08)

N (0, 0.1)

N (0, 0.15)

PointCNN
DGCNN
SO-Net

78.7
92.9
70.6

40.8
69.1
35.4

18.6
29.9
11.9

10.5
11.4
9.8

4.7
4.2
5.8

Pattern-Net(4x512)

93.5

92.4

89.1

84.2

32.6

Method

direct link between the accuracy and parameter K in KNN. Tuning parameter
K in the KNN-based networks is not straightforward and it is often obtained
by trial-and-error. According to the figure, further increasing K yields better
results but the performance increase slows down after K = 30. In order to make
a balance between computational time and performance, parameter K was set to
30 throughout this study.
A suitable value for the number of cloning levels relies on the number of input
points, parameter K and the convergence of Eq. 9. As shown in Fig. 5(b), the rate
of convergence is reduced by increasing cloning numbers and the network requires
more epochs to find similar patterns between different cloning levels. However,
lower mapping loss does not guarantee high accuracy as the loss equation is
constituted of two terms including the mapping loss and the classification loss.
Our experiment shows that {3,4,5} cloning levels often yield good results. In
Table 1, this parameter was set to 4.
As mentioned previously, the ability to tolerate noise is a necessity for robust
and practical deep learning methods. In the following experiment, we added
zero-mean white Gaussian noise with different standard deviation values N (0, σ)
to the test samples. The classification accuracy results are reported in Table 2
and a part of results is depicted in Fig. 4. The table shows that our networks
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Fig. 6. Classification results on ModelNet40 with added Gaussian noise N (0, 0.05).
First 10 shapes shown are for each query, with the first line for our Pattern-Net and
the second line for DGCNN. The misclassified objects are highlighted in red.

can tolerate noise up to N (0, 0.1) while the state-of-the-art methods failed to
work. The drop is less than 10% for N (0, 0.1), which is impressive.
Segmentation of given point clouds: Segmentation of point cloud data
is one of the popular 3D tasks. We carried out this experiment on the ShapeNet
benchmark [10] and followed the data split in [5]. ShapeNet contains 16881
models of 16 categories and they are labelled in 50 parts in total. Like [10], the
Intersection-over-Union (IoU) of a shape is computed by averaging the IoUs
of different parts in that shape, and the IoU of each category is obtained by
averaging the IoUs of all the shapes belonging to that category. The results are
summarized in Table 3. When the training set is small, the performance of our
network is on par with the other methods. Our technique extracts common deep
features between shapes so it needs a sufficiently large number of training samples.
From the table, it can be seen that Pattern-Net outperforms the existing methods
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Table 3. Segmentation results (%) on ShapeNet
Category (#) PointNet PointNet++ PointCNN DGCNN SO-Net RS-CNN Pattern-Net
Areo (2690)
Bag (76)
Cap (55)
Car (898)
Chair (3758)
Ear (69)
Guitar (787)
Knife (392)
Lamp (1547)
Laptop (451)
Motor (202)
Mug (184)
Pistol (283)
Rocket (66)
Skate (152)
Table (5271)

83.4
78.7
82.5
74.9
89.6
73.0
91.5
85.9
80.8
95.3
65.2
93.0
81.2
57.9
72.8
80.6

82.4
79.0
87.7
77.3
90.8
71.8
91.0
85.9
83.7
95.3
71.6
94.1
81.3
58.7
76.4
82.6

82.4
80.1
85.5
79.5
90.8
73.2
91.3
86.0
85.0
95.7
73.2
94.8
83.3
51.0
75.0
81.8

84.0
83.4
86.7
77.8
90.6
74.7
91.2
87.5
82.8
95.7
66.3
94.9
81.1
63.5
74.5
82.6

82.8
77.8
88.0
77.3
90.6
73.5
90.7
83.9
82.8
94.8
69.1
94.2
80.9
53.1
72.9
83.0

83.5
84.8
88.8
79.6
91.2
81.1
91.6
88.4
86.0
96.0
73.7
94.1
83.4
60.5
77.7
83.6

84.3
81.0
87.4
80.1
91.4
79.7
91.4
88.1
86.3
95.8
72.1
94.1
82.2
62.4
72.4
83.9

Avg.

83.7

85.1

85.1

85.2

84.9

86.2

86.4

Fig. 7. Segmentation results on ShapeNet. First shape of each category is selected,
where the left shape stands for the ground truth and the right one for our Pattern-Net.

on relatively large categories like airplane, car, chair and lamp. A sample result
of each category is illustrated in Fig. 7.
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Table 4. Complexity of different methods for point cloud classification task

Method
#params.

PointNet++ PointCNN DGCNN SO-Net RS-CNN DensePoint Pattern-Net
1.48M

8.2M

11.8M

11.5M

1.41M

670k

399k

Complexity analysis: Table 4 reports the complexity of Pattern-Net as
well as those of the existing techniques for the classification task. The number of
input points was set to 1024. Thanks to the cloning decomposition, our technique
needs less than 0.4M parameters which is much lower than 670k of DensePoint.
This characteristic of our method is more appealing for real-time applications
like mobile robotics and autonomous driving.

5

Conclusions

In this study, we have proposed a novel technique for efficiently learning stationary patterns in the given point clouds, which is less susceptible to noise,
distortions and overfitting. It is also invariant to changes in translation, rotation
and scale. The key idea is to decompose the point cloud into multiple subsets
with similar structural information. Then we enforce the network to learn stable
patterns. Compared with noise that is order-less with unpredictable behaviour,
natural objects have complex structures accompanied with irregularities in some
parts due to the external disturbances. Informative patterns could be successfully
extracted if the level of randomness and uncertainty is diminished. Unpredictable
disorders cause inaccurate representation of given objects and this concept is
known as ‘orderly disorder’ theory. To this end, we have proposed the cloning
decomposing technique. Since our network learns just stable patterns, it is less
prone to overfitting, which means it needs to train only once and can then run
over a variety of data (e.g. different noise and sampling patterns). This method
could provide a promising direction for robust representation of point cloud data.
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